DOVER INTERNATIONAL SPEEDWAY
ARCA MENARDS SERIES EAST
AUGUST 20th – 21st, 2020
EVENT SCHEDULE

Thursday, August 20th
** ACCESS RESTRICTED - ESSENTIAL PERSONNEL ONLY **
2:00 to 2:30 PM   SAFETY & COMMUNICATIONS MEETING
2:30 to 3:00 PM   AMSE DRIVER/SPOTTER/CREW CHIEF
                  MEETING(TELECONFERENCE)
7:30 to 8:30 PM   AMSE HAULERS ENTER (SCREENING & EQUIPMENT UNLOAD)

Friday, August 21st
** ACCESS RESTRICTED - ESSENTIAL PERSONNEL ONLY **
7:00-8:30 AM  AMSE CREDENTIAL PICKUP
7:30 AM to 1:00 PM  AMSE GARAGE ACCESS SCREENING IN PROGRESS
7:30 AM  AMSE GARAGE OPEN
11:00 to 11:15 AM  PACE VEHICLE CALIBRATION
11:15 to 11:30 AM  AMSE ROOKIE TRACK RIDE AROUNDS
11:30 AM to 12:30 PM  AMSE QUALIFYING
1:50 PM  AMSE DRIVERS REPORT TO VEHICLES (GRID LOCATION)
2:00 to 3:30 PM   AMSE RACE
3:30 to 4:30 PM   AMSE POST RACE INSPECTIONS
7:30 PM APPROX.  AMSE HAULERS DEPART